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ISEG has been
educating leaders of

thought and action
since 1911. Today, at a

time when society
recognizes the

importance of good
economic management
more than ever, we are
here to build solutions:
ISEG - 112 years of a

School of Firsts

Measuring the pulse of Gender Equality! 

The first POWER Conference was held on the 7th
March, which was opened by Vice-Dean Joana Pais,
with contributions from the inspiring Sara Falcão
Casaca and Conceição Zagalo. We also counted with
the contribution of an excellent panel composed
of: Clara Raposo, Duarte Pitta-Ferraz, Mariana
Branquinho da Fonseca, and Abel Sequeira Ferreira.

We also presented the first results of the POWER
project, which is funded by FCT and managed by
ADVANCE, CSG, whose objective is to help assess the
pulse of gender equality in the Portuguese business
context.

We got down to work and aimed to go beyond
"guesswork" to explain why women and men do not
have the same career progression. Is it because of
gender? Lack of experience? Lack of ambition?
Accordingly, by employing a scientifically validated
approach centred on aspirations and concerns at
various hierarchical levels, we consulted more than a
thousand participants, including senior managers from
organisations based in Portugal. We presented several
CVs and asked the participants to make a decision
based on their competences and qualifications to see
who they would choose for the (hypothetical) vacancy.

For example, António's and Margarida's CVs are
identical and both candidates are applying for their first
job. All things being equal, who will be chosen? Well,
António was considered more qualified and was more
likely to be invited for interview and be selected. When
we asked who would get the job, the answer was...
António!

These results illustrate the persistence of gender bias
for those entering the labour market. But do these
biases persist over the course of a career? Next, we
presented the CVs of Sara and João, both of whom
had almost two decades of professional experience
and two children. In this case, there were no
differences in terms of perceived competence,
qualifications, or the selection for the job. There was
only one difference: the respondents believe that João
has a better chance of becoming a leader.

To explore the results further, we then carried out
another experiment. This time, instead of presenting
the CVs in isolation, we presented two identical CVs
side by side, one from a woman and one from a man.
And who was chosen? …. the majority chose...
Margarida and Sara! Would this really be the case, or
were the respondents being politically correct?

We need to investigate the results and understand the
reasons behind them. The rational, irrational, or socially
constructed reasons that explain the
(under)representation of women are undeniable. We
first scrutinised the (still) deep-rooted gender
stereotypes and found that the idea persists that men
are more assertive and determined, and are expected
to be more ambitious and rise to leadership positions.
In contrast, it is believed that women are more
collaborative and caring, that they have to prove their
competences more, and that they are discouraged from
aspiring to top management positions.

However, the contrast is more evident for those who do
not hold senior management positions. For at the top of
the hierarchy, perceptions are more balanced, albeit it
is still believed that women face more gender-related
barriers and that the decision to have children is the
principle factor that restricts access to leadership
positions among women. Similarly, it is noted that both
women and men sense the same barriers in relation to
reconciling work and family and organisational support.

We remain committed to continuing to seek answers
and to contribute to reducing inequality and to
supplying the POWER Observatory with the necessary
keystones for improving social and institutional
awareness of gender equality.

In this week’s issue, we highlight the Summer Internship Experience internship
opportunity, the Lisbon Metro Expansion Plan works which will place the Metro at ISEG's
doorstep, the ‘My Financial Future’ competition promoted by the Bank of Portugal and the
CFA Society Portugal, the new Library User training courses, the new ISEG i2030
Seminar on ‘Blockchain Applications in the Enterprise Space. Adding Value to the
Business’, the launch of the ‘Artificial Intelligence for Value Creation’ podcast, as well as
the news in the Research, Students, and Alumni sections.

The following are cited in this number: António Ascensão da Costa, António Garcia
Pereira, Carolina Afonso, Joana Santos, João Duque, Maria João Guedes, Sara
Falcão Casaca, and Sofia Santos.

What to expect from the next legislature?

>> Sara Falcão Casaca says that the practical application of
the Equal Pay Law should have already been assessed.

>> João Duque took part in a debate on ‘The future of
banking’, a conference organised by the Portuguese Financial
Sector Workers' Union.

>> An opinion article by Sofia Santos - "Climate change
exists, anyone who says otherwise is ignorant!"

>> Joana Santos emphasises that companies need to
overcome the inertia and indecision affecting Portugal.

>> "The start of the year isn't that bad," António Ascensão da
Costa tells Jornal de Negócios.

>> Portuguese universities also tell long and rich stories,
say João Duque and José Veríssimo in the Jornal de
Negócios’ Dean's Corner.

>> Jornal de Negócios highlights the quality of teaching
at  ISEG, a school where "any undergraduate or postgraduate
degree is a passport to a successful career".

>> Maria João Guedes calls for more gender and age
diversity on EDP's General Board.

>> In an interview, Carolina Afonso says: "I see more and
more empowered among self-assured women who are not
afraid to accept leadership positions".

>> António Garcia Pereira explains the possible scenarios for
the next parliamentary term.

>> In an interview with Diário do Sul, Valentino Cunha spoke
about the challenges and opportunities facing the municipality
of Vendas Novas.

>> The French luxury brand Longchamp organised an event
in ISEG Salão Nobre Great Hall to celebrate the youthful spirit
of its latest collection.

>> João Duque was this week's guest on the Money, Money,
Money podcast to talk about the economy that the new
government will inherit.

What's Up @ ISEG

From 2025, the Metro will stop right outside ISEG!

The tympanum of the tunnel that will connect the future Santos station of the Lisbon Metro
and the ISEG was demolished on Wednesday morning, the 13th March, at the
construction site next to Rua das Francesinhas.

This means that the Rato, Estrela, and Santos stations are now connected as part of the 
Lisbon Metro Expansion Plan, which has a total planned investment of 331.4 million
euros.

The new Circular Line will connect Rato station to Cais do Sodré, with a further two
kilometres of network and two new stations (Estrela and Santos), joining the current
Yellow and Green lines in a new circular ring in the centre of Lisbon.

Summer Internship Experience

Looking for a summer internship? The Summer Internship Experience is coming!

On the 20th March, from 14.00 to 18.00, you can find out more about the Summer
Internship Programmes with 26 companies (see which ones HERE), when you can
establish direct contact with their representatives.

Application period now open until the 19th March. Apply HERE.

Don't miss out on this opportunity (some of the companies also accept applications from
international students)!

ISEG i2030 Seminar | Blockchain Applications in the Enterprise Space.
Adding Value to the Business 

On the 20th March, we will welcome Joel Curado, the CEO of Casper Labs, for another
ISEG i2030 Seminar, on the topic of ‘Blockchain Applications in the Enterprise Space.
Adding value to the business’.

The ISEG i2030 Seminars are held as part of ISEG's Management and Industrial
Strategy and will be delivered in English, with the participation of a diverse range of
speakers and guests.

All the sessions are open to the general public and will take place at 18.30, in ISEG's
Auditorium 5 (Novo Quelhas).

Programme HERE.

Maths afternoons in Lisbon | Let's go fishing in a random environment

On the 20th March, at 15.00, the Portuguese Mathematical Society (SPM) is organising a
Maths Afternoon at ISEG. 

Professor Nuno Miguel Brites will lead this session, which in a randomised environment,
will describe the evolution of the size of a population subject to fishing using stochastic
differential equations.

Free admission, subject to prior registration (by sending an email to imprensa@spm.pt).
SPM will issue a certificate of participation to participating students.

Banco de Portugal and CFA Society Portugal present "My Financial
Future" personal finance competition at ISEG

The Banco de Portugal and the CFA Society Portugal are holding a competition called
‘My Financial Future’, whose objective is to help raise the level of financial knowledge of
university students and promote the adoption of appropriate financial attitudes and
behaviour. 

The launch of this initiative and the signing of the partnership agreement will take place in
the ISEG (Auditorium 4 Novo Quelhas), on the 21st March, at 15.00. 

The Governor of the Bank of Portugal, Mario Centeno, will open the event, follow by the
Chair of the CFA Society Portugal, Marcos Soares Ribeiro, from CFA and
Professor João Duque, the Dean of ISEG.  

Later, there will be a workshop on savings and credit, with the participation of Pedro
Barata, the Executive Director of the CFA Society Portugal, Susana Narciso, Head of
Division of the Behavioural Supervision Department of the Bank of Portugal and
Professor Victor Barros, also from CFA and an Associate Professor at ISEG.

Registration ON THIS LINK.

ISEG Executive Education 

ISEG Executive Education launches the ‘Artificial Intelligence for Value
Creation’ podcast

O ISEG Executive Education has just launched the first season of the ‘Artificial
Intelligence for Value Creation’ podcast, dedicated to exploring the crucial role of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in creating value in various sectors and companies.

Presented by Professor Carolina Afonso and ISEG’s Vice-Dean Winnie Ng Picoto, the
coordinators of the ‘Artificial Intelligence for Value Creation’ executive programme, the
episodes include in-depth conversations with leaders and experts who are at the
forefront of applying AI in organisations.

In the first episode, lead by Jorge Rodrigues da Ponte, Vice-Dean of the Institute of
Registries and Notaries (IRN), we explore the impact of AI on institutional processes and
the use of AI to improve the experience of customers and employees alike. 

The ‘Artificial Intelligence for Value Creation’ podcast is now available on the ISEG
Executive website, as well as on the customary platforms (Spotify, Google
Podcasts and YouTube), offering valuable insights, inspiring case studies, and reflections
on the promising future of AI.

Research News

ISEG Research Seminar | Nic Kozeniauskas (Banco de Portugal)

On the 20th March, Nic Kozeniauskas (Banco de Portugal) will present the study
‘Demand learning, customer capital, and exporter dynamics’ at ISEG.

The session takes place at 13.00 in the Novo Banco Lecture Theatre.

Free admission.

Library User Training

The meaning of journals' Impact
Factor, quartiles and other
metrics

Journal Citation Reports for
experts

Day: 20 March

Time: 14.00-15.00

Online

Session in Portuguese

Day: 21 March

Time: 14.00-15.00

Online

Session in Portuguese

Introducing the new Grants Index on
the Web of Science platform

Day: 21 March

Time: 10.00-11.00

Online

Session in English

Highlights | SOCIUS – Centre
for Research in Economic and
Organisational Sociology

The public presentation of the
Portuguese Charter for Relational
Health will take place in ISEG's CGD
Auditorium on the 21st March,
organised by Relational Lab and
supported by SOCIUS. 

To attend the event, register HERE.

Further information available on this
link. The programme can be consulted
HERE.

Highlights | UECE – Complexity
and Economics Research Unit  

The Lisbon Meetings on Game Theory and Applications | Call for Papers

ISEG will host the 13th Edition of the ‘The Lisbon Meetings in Game Theory and
Applications’ conference, from the 5th to the 7th June 2024, organised by UECE UECE
– Complexity and Economics Research Unit.

Deadline for submissions: 20th March, 2024.

Further information and registration on the conference page on this link.

Highlights | CESA – Centre for
African and Development
Studies  

Development Studies Seminars 2024 | Between Commentary and
Activism: The Ecocritical Perspective in African Literature

Another session of the Development Studies Seminars 2024 cycle will take place on the
21st March, in ISEG's Novo Banco Room, on the topic of ‘Between Commentary and
Activism: The Ecocritical Perspective in African Literature’.

The presentation will be made by the researcher Marta Banasiak
(CEsA/CSG/ISEG/ULisboa) and will start at 18.00.

Free admission, subject to capacity.

Further information and the full programme HERE.

Student News

The top students from the 2nd Edition of the Masters in Law and
Management are awarded the FLAD prize

In the picture above: Professor Winnie Picoto, the top two students, Inês Soares de Melo and
Andreia Filipa Mendes Marouvo, and Professor José Azevedo Pereira.

FLAD – the Luso-American Development Foundation hosted the awards ceremony for the
best students in the 2nd edition of the Master in Law and Management. 

Congratulations to students Andreia Filipa Mendes Marouvo (1st Place), Inês Soares
de Melo (2nd Place), and Alice Theresa L. Van Houtte (3rd Place, who was unable to
attend the ceremony).

The FLAD Award recognizes the merit of the programme's best students in the form of an
internship in this area in the USA.

The Masters in Law and Management is the result of a partnership between ISEG and
FDUL – Universidade de Lisboa’s Faculty of Law, which offers the best scientific training
and a link to professionals in the field, through partnerships with FLAD and top law firms.

ISEG Junior Company recognised as being the most promising in
Europe 

ISEG JBC, the Junior Company of ISEG - Lisbon School of Economics & Management,
was awarded the ‘Most Promising Junior Company’ out of the 380 Junior Companies in
Europe on the 3rd March.

As ISEG is Portugal's oldest School of Economics and Management, the Junior
Company's core business is management consultancy, which is divided into three main
areas: Finance, Strategy, and Marketing, with more than 50 completed projects in the
Portuguese market.

ISEG JBC currently has 81 full members, more than 250 Alumni, 16 partner
organisations, and 16 years of history. Its purpose can be defined in a single phrase:
‘learn by doing’.

Alumni in the Spotlight

Rita Agostinho takes over as
Head of Corporate Marketing
and Public Relations at
Samsung Portugal

With a Masters in Marketing from ISEG,
Rita Agostinho has worked in
Marketing and Communications for
around 20 years.

Read the news HERE.

Dulce Guarda and female
entrepreneurship

With a degree in Management from
ISEG, Dulce Guarda is the current
Chief Growth Officer of Portuguese
start-up Splink, after having started in
the sector as a copywriter. Speaking to
ECO, she spoke about the difficulties of
female entrepreneurship.

Read the news HERE.

OPEN MINDS. GRAB THE FUTURE!
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